**Making a Cuppa**

Q. When people visit your house, what’s the first thing you do?
- You say Hi! - **Yaama**
- Invite them in - **Dhaay yanaaya** (come here).
- Ask if they want something to drink - **Minya nginda ngaw-gi**?
- Ask how they want their cuppa made – **Minya-ngay dhuga**
  - Tea - **Dhii** or **Dhii-buu** (tea leaf) Coffee – **Gabi**
- Then ask how they want their cuppa made – **Minya-ngay dhuga**?
  - *Tea*: Dhii or Dhii-buu
  - **Milgan-biyaay**.
    - 2 sugars with milk – **Bulaarr dhuga milgin-biyaay**
    - No – **Waal/Gami**, Yes – **Ngaa/Yawu**
  - Black tea, no sugar, little bit of cold water! - **Buluuy dhii, maarr dhuga badjin baliyya gungan**!
- Good – **Gaba**
- Bad – **Gamil**

*Class activities can include:*
- Role play activity and ask the students to make the cuppa.
- Draw a cup and saucer & have digital images of students doing actions.
- Dress up’s – have speech bubbles for language words.
- Pairs/group work.
- Show work display